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JENNY KILLED DURING
YAVNEH PURIM PARTY
By Talia Harris and Malka Duman
Years 8-11 turned up at the Bayit for
what they thought would an
innocent Yavneh Purim Party. The
girls were utterly horrified upon
opening the doors of the Bayit, only
to find blood splattered across the
hall. There were skulls dangling
from ceiling, as well as vicious
spiders and mangled body parts.
Pocahontas instructed everyone to sit
down quietly, everyone expecting a
kumsitz. Out of nowhere, about 15
zombies appeared, drenched in blood,
with tattered clothing and haunted
grins that faintly resembled year 12.
“Looking to our year 13 for help, we
found that they were bats and seemed
only intent of freaking us out.
“A Jewish Grammar runaway and
Pocahontas were there but for some
reason the zombies left them alone.
After a series of challenges we were
able to uncover who killed Jenny....”

Candle lighting: 7:30pm
Motzei Shabbos: 8:38pm

Shmini

By Michal Greenberg

The pig - a universal symbol of a non-kosher animal appears to all who look at it that it is in fact a kosher
animal. But only by knowing what's actually happening
inside the animal - that it doesn't chew its own cud - can
one know that the pig is completely non-kosher.
This teaches us a very valuable lesson about us. A person
could show all of the external signs and traits of being a
certain kind of person, but inside, like the pig, is actually
someone completely different.
One of the most important foundations someone needs to
have in order for him to feel good about himself and have
high self-esteem is to be consistent with who he is both
externally and internally. Just like for an animal to be
kosher it must have the signs on both its outside and
inside, we must strive to do the same.
However, there are times when you should act a little
differently then who you normally are. For example, on a
job interview your manners might be better than they
usually are. Or meeting a very important person your
manners are different then around your friends. But if you
present yourself as someone completely different that you
really are, then this is just like the pig. A great sight for all
who look at it, but inside is secretly the exact opposite.
Acting better in certain surroundings is fine, but being a
completely different person makes you a fraud.
So, which is the real person: the public one or the private
one? The lesson that God is teaching us is that it's who
the person is on the inside - when he or is she is outside
of public view - that largely determines the real "you." And
when you refine the character of that person - the one the
outside world rarely sees - then you'll never be living a life
of deception. Try for one day to live your entire day as
though everything you do - both in public and private - is
being shown on a huge screen in Times Square for the
whole world to see. And as the inside "you" begins to
transform into the outside "you", you'll begin feeling so
much happier because you won't be living of life of deceit
but rather one of honesty, growth, and truth.

YAVNEH HUMANITARIAN
SOCIETY CLOTHES BANK
WHAT CAN I PUT IN?







Clothes
Shoes
Bags and belts
Towels
Sheets
Jewellery and accessories

WHAT WE DON’T WANT:





Electrical
Underwear
Specialist/damaged clothing
Pillows and duvets

Word of the week:

Valetudinarian
a person who is excessively
concerned about his or her
ailments.

Impossible

A Yavneh Pupil
gdjngj

I ran through endless corridors, down stairs that never end.
I broke the priceless artefact, the queen had given to lend.
I stand on edge of a cliff, unable to move or run.
The people around throw calculators in pools, as forms of fun.
I battle pizza monsters with Sir Camelot, the knight.
I ride on giant seahorses that grow whilst in the light.
I’ve sprouted wings, made of lead; they took me to the sky.
Cloudians that sit on clouds wave as they float by.
I’m falling, falling off the tower. I cannot seem to stop.
Aliens seem to want the jewel I know I haven’t got.
The President also wants to know how dolphins are often fed.
That’s the last I ever eat cheese just before bed.
Yavneh’s Own Aspiring Medics
by Charlotte Zemmel
Since the beginning of the year, Dania and myself have had the
pleasure of holding weekly sessions in which we discuss
current medical ethical issues, tips and tricks on how to
boost UCAS forms and the general cultural and social impact
health care has on a society. We also spent some time
discussing how medicine not only relies on biology, but also
how it is a synthesis of all three core sciences.
We have also had the honour of hearing Dr. Sandi Mann speak
about her work on psychology and her personal academic career.
Right at the beginning of the year, we had a useful discussion
with a newly graduated student doctor and the struggles she
faces and her general experiences.
Medical society is a great chance for girls with a love for
any type of science who want to learn more than what is
expected of them to simply pass their exams. Dania and myself
work hard to supply our amazing girls with the demand they
require, whether that be discussing current events, what A
levels to choose, or what career they would best be suited to.
Recently we have been investigating different types of health
care system and how that not only has an effect on the people
receiving treatment, but also on the government and general
attitudes towards society in that region. With the race for
the White House in the USA taking up a lot of media attention,
we have had lengthly debates on America’s seemingly unfair
health care system.
We are open to all ideas you may have and we would love to see
more of you come! As previously stated, you do not have to
have an interest in only medicine. You can find us in the room
in the hall at 1:00 on a thursday.

